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Always up-to-date –
Scopus Blog 

https://blog.scopus.com

https://blog.scopus.com/


Scopus Support Center –
first aid in times of need

https://service.elsevier.com/app/overview/scopus/

https://service.elsevier.com/app/overview/scopus/


Customize Scopus for your institution
Librarians and Account Administrators: 

The ability to add a linkable institutional banner on the main Scopus page. 
If you are the institutional administrator you can use the Elsevier Admin 
Tool (https://admintool.elsevier.com) to do this. Once added, the banner 
will always appear on the main landing page regardless of which search 
tabs are being used.

https://admintool.elsevier.com/
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∆ Content and sources 
∆ Selection process
∆ Journal re-evaluation

∆ Affiliation profiles & tracking 
publication output

∆ Scopus metrics & evaluation

∆ Promoting your research: Author 
profiles & their significance

∆ Finding researchers for collaboration
∆ Finding relevant journals & publications

*

*



Scopus: The Basics
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What is Scopus?

Scopus is the largest abstract & citation database of
research information
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Scopus – a wealth of content & insights at 
your fingertips

70M records
“Articles in Press” 
from >5,000 titles

>28M patents Growing number of 
linked  research 

datasets
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Scopus contains a global representation of 
relevant research…

Titles from 105 
different countries

40 “local” 
languages covered

ポ شش
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…across publishers worldwide…

10%

8%

5%

5%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%1%1%

Other

60%

Scopus Source List

https://www.scopus.com/redirect.uri?url=https://www.elsevier.com/?a=91122&origin=sbrowse&zone=TitleList&category=TitleListLink
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…and reflects all areas of research
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Scopus content is constantly expanding

Breakdown of conference papers in Scopus

Other

Engineering

Computer Sciences

Physical Sciences

Earth Sciences

Mathematics

Management

Economics

Agriculture, veterinary, environment

Source: Scopus Content Coverage Guide (January 2016)

Coverage years: ≥2005

Last expansion: 
+6K new events
+400K new papers
+5M references

Expansion of conference proceedings
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The new “Gold Standard”
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Three main principles for content selection…

Quality Transparency Trusted content
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2-step selection process:

Peer-
review

English 
abstracts

Regular 
publication

Roman script
references

Publication
ethics statement

Continuous review process using an 
online Scopus Title Evaluation 
Platform (STEP): 
http://www.elsevier.com/online-
tools/scopus/content-overview
Questions: 
titlesuggestion@scopus.com

Minimal 
Criteria

http://www.elsevier.com/online-tools/scopus/content-overview


• Less than half of the reviewed titles are selected for Scopus coverage

• The Content Selection Advisory Board is selective and strict on quality: in total 5,411 titles 
were reviewed (2011 –2015) of which 2,587 (48%) accepted for Scopus

Referral of titles to be added to Scopus
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Metric Benchmark Explanation

Self-citations 200%
The journal has a self-citation rate two times higher, or 
more, when compared to peer journals in its subject 
field.

Citations 50%
The journal received half the number of citations, when 
compared to peer journals in its subject field.

Impact Per 
Publication

50%
The journal has an IPP score half or less than the 
average IPP score, when compared to peer journals in 
its subject field.

Article Output 50%
The journal produced half, or less, the number of 
articles, when compared to peer journals in its subject 
field.

Abstract Usage 50%
The journal's abstract are used half as much, or less, 
when compared to peer journals in its subject field.

Full Text Links 50%
The journal's full text are used half as much, or less, 
when compared to peer journals in its subject field.

Maintaining high-quality: 
Scopus re-evaluation process and criteria
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Time-frame of the Scopus re-evaluation 
process
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Scopus re-evaluation outcomes



What are the most important
features for you?
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In this section, we‘ll mostly focus on 
some of the features with interest for
researchers – and why these matter:

→ Author (& affiliation) profiles

→ Searching for content & research data

→ Research metrics



Why should researchers use 
Scopus?



Researchers at different stages in their career have different 
goals and questions:

How do I make sure I 
don’t miss any relevant 
information? 

How can I get a quick 
overview of a new 
subject area?

Which journals should I 
publish in to make 
myself more visible to 
the research 
community?

How can I get tenure 
and advance my 
career?

How do I find 
funding?

Researcher (PhD & Post-Doc) Sr Researcher/ Professor

How many times 
have I been cited by 
others?How do I secure 

more funding?

Who should I collaborate with 
to increase my chances of 
publishing successfully and 
getting cited?

How do I compare myself 
and my research team 
against peers?
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At researcher level: Scopus supports throughout the entire
research workflow
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Promote your research through
author/ institutional profiles
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Scopus creates automated profiles for researchers/ authors 
and institutions

MANUAL feedback via 
the Author Feedback 

Wizard

Groups papers to a profile 
with high degree of 
accuracy based on 

matching of name, email, 
affiliation, subject area, 
citations, co-authors,...

Combines algorithm 

profiles and the manual 

feedback to create the 

most accurate profiles 

with the least effort.

The Vast Universe of Research

Author/ Institutional 
Profiles

The most powerful 
ALGORITHMIC

data processing in the 
industry
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First source for Profiles

All authors can access their Scopus 
profile – even if their institutions are 
not subscribers!

Users can analyse and track an individual’s 
citation history, view their total citation and 
document count, h-index and more through 
author profile pages.

They can access tools to get an overview of 
an individual’s publication history and 
influence. 



Example of a Scopus Author Profile



Example of a Scopus Author Profile



Example of a Scopus Author Profile
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Scopus author profiles benefit
researchers by…

Showcasing your research & its impact

Making it easy to discover an author

Enhance your visibility

It also means, author profiles can:

Boost your career as other people, especially professors or your next employer, 
look at your profile

Support to expand the reach of your research

Which in turn, could lead to other researchers wanting to collaborate with you
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Because your profile is your external 
showcase, keeping it “clean” is important!

Another way, to keep a 
clean and unique author 

profile: 
Get an                        !                                             

For researchers:  1st step towards a clean profile is correct 
information on your publication! Check misspelling, address, and 
mark your correct affiliation.

Integrated with
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Something is wrong with your Author 
Profile? Keep calm, we can fix it !

Find relevant information on how to 
correct your Author Profile in the 

Scopus Support Center *

* You can also contact your local Scopus team for support. You will find our contact details at the end of this presentation.



Finding researchers
to collaborate with



The Scopus Author Profile  is also 
one central element when looking 

for authors of interest

Find authors who have cited your 
publications and see who is working 

on a similar subject and field



The Scopus Author Profile  is also 
one central element when looking 

for authors of interest

From the co-author overview, 
you can redirect to each co-

author’s author profile and view 
all publications these authors 

have in common



Finding relevant 
journals & content



Not just for librarians: download 
this useful resource here!

https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/sites/default/files/ELS_Webb-LC_litsearch_poster.pdf


The Scopus Author Profile  is 
another central element when 

looking for interesting journals & 
publications

From the “Analyze author output” view, you can 
navigate to all journals an author has previously 

published with, and also find other documents and 
the corresponding journals that cite an author’s 

publications



The Scopus Author Profile  is 
another central element when 

looking for interesting journals & 
publications

On the “Author history” there are many indicators you can 
use to further search for relevant content:

1) The author’s references will lead you to all articles, the 
author has cited in any of his/ her publications

2) You can find an overview of all journals the author 
has published in 

3) You will see the author’s current & previous affiliation 
– which might lead you to an affiliation search of 
related documents



Looking for open access content? Scopus makes it easy to 
find and read available publications

Start searching for OA publications 
directly from the Document Search



…or refine your results view of any 
search you’ve run to just OA 

publications!

Looking for open access content? Scopus makes it easy to 
find and read available publications



Looking for open access content? Scopus makes it easy to 
find and read available publications

Or download any OA publication 
for you to read, directly from 
Scopus with the Documents 

Download Manager!



When searching for content in Scopus the results lists will be 
populated with additional information of data sets related to the 
search term if applicable on basis of the indexed articles.

Finding content in Scopus also means finding related 
research data



DataSearch integration in Scopus

Research data enhance the value of an article and aid reproducibility. Scopus is recognizing 
the importance of research data as both output and sourcing for articles. 

https://datasearch.elsevier.com/

https://datasearch.elsevier.com/


Datasets and data types covered by DataSearch

DataSearch supports multiple data types:

• Tabular Data  

• Image

• Document

• Text 

• Software/Code

• File Set

• Sequencing Data

• Geospatial Data

• Slides

• Video

• Audio

By default, when arriving from Scopus, only Data Repositories are selected. DataSearch is also able to retrieve data associated to journal articles 
from a number of article based repository. If the user wishes, they can edit the filters from the left pane of DataSearch.



Research Metrics
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• Mostly quantitative measures to help evaluate research 
outputs/ impact (= attention publications receive)

• It's important to use the appropriate metric for the 
question you're trying to answer

What are research metrics & what are 
they used for?
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What are research metrics & what are 
they used for?

Analyse the 
strengths of 

research at the 
institution

Determine
where research is
a good potential

investment

Demonstrate 
ROI of research 

money

Identify rising 
stars amongst the 

early career 
researchers 

Tell a better 
narrative about 
everything that 

is happening 
with research



Therefore, measuring your impact
matters in many ways…

Decision for 
publication

Enrich your 
online 

presence

Important 
for 

promotions 
& tenure

Important 
for funding 

applications

Important 
for research 

managers
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How to not use research metrics? 

• Citations measure or reflect impact
• Citations are objective
• Higher numbers are always better
• Citations is the only ‘currency’ that matters

It’s much more 
complex than that

https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351

https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351
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How to use research metrics instead? 
Basket of metrics contains 2 components

Qualitative metrics

Quantitative metrics
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When used correctly, research metrics  together  with 
qualitative input give a balanced, multi-dimensional view 
for decision-making 

How to use research metrics instead? 
Two Golden Rules

Always use both qualitative and 
quantitative input into your 

decisions

Always use more than one 
research metric as the quantitative 

input



Basket of research metrics:
Component 1. Qualitative Input

The use of journal impacts in evaluating 
individuals has its inherent dangers. In an ideal 

world, evaluators would read each article and 
make personal judgments.

—Eugene Garfield

Garfield E. 2006. The history and meaning of the journal 
impact factor.JAMA 295:90–93. 10.1001/jama.295.1.90.

Funding:
Awards

Outputs
Productivity of research outputs
Visibility of communication channels

Research impact
Research influence
Knowledge Transfer

Engagement
Academic Network
Non-academic Network
Expertise transfer

Societal Impact
Impact in context of social challenges

Qualitative 
Outputs are 
important!



Basket of research metrics: 
Component 2. Quantitative Input

59

 Compensates for differences in 
field, type and age

 Meaningful benchmark is “built 
in” – 1 is average for a subject area

× People may not like small 
numbers

× Complicated; difficult to validate
× No idea of magnitude: how many 

citations does it represent?

with

 Large number
 Simple, easy to validate
 Communicates magnitude of 

activity

× Affected by differences in field, 
type and age

× Meaningless without additional 
benchmarking

Field-Weighted Citation 
Impact

= 1.53

Article Citation Count

= 10

Importance of using multiple metrics from the basket -
compensate for weaknesses



So keep in mind…

“Not everything that can be counted counts.

Not everything that counts can be counted.”

—William Bruce Cameron



What types of metrics exist?



What types of metrics exist?

Traditional bibliometrics

Alternative metrics

mainly focus on citations/ citation count

take into account other options of dissemination

These metrics reflect an indication of the 
interest in/ importance of particular research 
papers within the scholarly community

Altmetrics are another way to assess the attention 
publications receive and usually used complementary 
to bibliometrics. Altmetrics focus on online activity to 

reveal how research is being shared and discussed 
both within the academic community and beyond. 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research/metrics/intro

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research/metrics/intro


What types of metrics does Scopus 
contain?

On journal level

On article level Author metrics

Traditional bibliometrics

Alternative metrics

mainly focus on citations/ citation count

take into account other options of dissemination

Media 
mentions

Online
social

activity

Scholarly
comments

online

Scholarly
activity
online



Journal-level metrics in Scopus

CiteScore

Metrics
SJR SNIP



A

CiteScore is a simple metric for all 
Scopus journals

B

CiteScore Impact Factor

A = citations to 3 years of 
documents

A = citations to 2 or 5 
years of documents

B = all documents indexed 
in Scopus, same as A

B = only citable items 
(articles and reviews), 
different from A

Note: at launch, all titles in the May 2016 title list, and with some documents indexed in 2016, will have CiteScore 
metrics

CiteScore 2015 value 
B

=

A



CiteScore is one of a family of related metrics

8 complementary indicators:

• CiteScore
• CiteScore Tracker
• CiteScore Percentile
• CiteScore Quartiles
• CiteScore Rank
• Citation Count
• Document Count
• Percentage Cited



How does CiteScore compare?

CurrentTransparentComprehensive

Based on Scopus, the 
world’s broadest 
abstract and citation 
database

CiteScore metrics will be 
available for all serial 
titles, not just journals

CiteScore metrics could 
be calculated for 
portfolios

CiteScore metrics are 
available for free

CiteScore metrics are 
easy to calculate for 
yourself

The underlying database 
is available for you to 
interrogate

CiteScore Tracker is 
updated monthly

New titles will have 
CiteScore metrics the 
year after they are 
indexed in Scopus



Bibliometric indicators: SNIP & SJR

SJR

SNIP

Freely available at www.scimagojr.com and on Scopus
Considers 3 years, calculated on Scopus data set
Self-citations limited
Citations weighted by the SJR of the citing journal (kind of prestige 
influence)

Freely available online via Scopus
Similar to Impact Factor, but considers 3 years
SNIP indicator controls for the differences in citation behaviour in 
different scientific disciplines 
SNIP value of 1 means the journal is average in its field in terms of 
citation rates
Devised at the University of Leiden

Scimago Journal Rank

Source Normalised Impact per Publication

http://www.scimagojr.com/


Looking at journal level metrics in Scopus…



Looking at journal level metrics in Scopus…



Scopus Journal Metrics for reporting, showcasing and 
exporting

https://journalmetrics.scopus.com/



https://blog.scopus.com/get-involved 



Author metrics in Scopus

Document 
Count H-index



The H-Index: available on your Scopus 
author profile

Citations

Paper no.

h

h

Hirsch, J. (August 2005)
An index to quantify an 

individual’s scientific research 
output

• Available online via Scopus
• Rates individuals based on career publications
• Incorporates both quantity and quality
• Productivity and age constraints

An h-index of 34 means 
that the author has at 
least 34 papers that each 
have been cited at least 
34 times



Article-level metrics in Scopus

Citation
Count

FWCI % bench-
marks

Outputs in
top %



Article-level metrics: a snapshot

https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com

https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/


Alternative 
metrics



Why do we need 
alternative 
metrics?

Snapshot of 
what was 
going on in 1 
minute on the 
internet in 
2017

http://www.dalendesign.com/webpress-blog/social-media/happens-internet-minute/

http://www.dalendesign.com/webpress-blog/social-media/happens-internet-minute/


2 - 5
years

Idea

Blog Post?
years

Grant

Conference

Publication

3 - 5
years

Video

Citations

The metrics timeline has changed:

It can take at least 2 - 5 years from 
idea to a published

peer-reviewed journal article

Old Paradigm New Paradigm

Due to the pace of scholarly 
publishing, it takes another 3 

- 5 years from the time the 
work is published to get to 

critical mass of citation 
counts

From idea to 
measurable 

citation counts can 
take

5 - 10 years

Metrics are 
available 

immediately

citation counts

presentation view

share

save reference

bookmark

PDF download

click

video play

dataset download

citation counts

tweet

From Idea to Impact



Advantages and Limitations of altmetrics

Advantages
 Broadness: measure impact beyond 

science
 Diversity: measure impact of scholarly 

products other than papers
 Speed: permit impact to be measured 

shortly after the publication of an output
 Openness: easy to obtain altmetric data 

(e.g. through Web APIs)

Limitations
x Commercialization: potential bias due to 

promotion of communication as core feature 
of many products

x Data quality: geographical or demographical 
bias, no measurement and mention 
standards

x Missing evidence: large scale studies are rare, 
more research is needed

x Manipulation: potential for gaming

Source: L. Bornmann, Journal of Informetrics. 8 (2014), pp. 895–903



Alternative metrics: a general overview

Scholarly
activity
online

Scholarly
comments

online

Online
social

activity

Media 
mentions



Alternative Metrics in Scopus: PlumX
Tracking impact – beyond citation metrics
The PlumX categories:



Article-level metrics & Alternative metrics in Scopus



Article-level metrics & Alternative metrics in Scopus

Citation metrics and 
benchmarking on article-level

You can click on any 
of those metrics for a 

detailed view
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